Study of Clustering Algorithm based on Fuzzy C-Means and Immunological Partheno Genetic
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Abstract—Clustering algorithm is very important for data mining. Fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm is one of the earliest goal-function clustering algorithms, which has achieved much attention. This paper analyzes the lack of fuzzy C-means (FCM) algorithm and genetic clustering algorithm. Propose a hybrid clustering algorithm based on immune single genetic and fuzzy C-means. This algorithm uses the fuzzy clustering of Immune Partheno-Genetic to guide the number and the choice of the clustering centers. And then utilize FCM to make the clustering (IPGA-FCM). This algorithm not only overcomes the local optimal problem of FCM, the choice of the initial value is inappropriate, but also overcomes the contradictions between the search speed and clustering accuracy of the general genetic clustering algorithm. Then it applies the novel clustering algorithm to Chinese document clustering. The clustering algorithm is superior to other ordinary clustering algorithm and the result can embody the wide diversity and large amount of Chinese document. Experiments show the algorithm is effective.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In practical work, classification is very important. Using the fuzzy mathematics method, fuzzy clustering analysis separates the similar things, and categorizes them. Fuzzy C-means (FCM) algorithm, first proposed by Dunn and promted by Bezdek, is commonly used in the fuzzy clustering algorithm. FCM has been quoted in a variety of areas, such as pattern recognition, image processing, fuzzy modeling, and medical diagnosis. However, FCM algorithm is a local search algorithm. If the initial value is chosen properly, it will converge to the local minimum point [1]. Genetic algorithm is one of evolutionary algorithm, which has a strong global parallel search capability, especially in the occasion of large quantities, higher classification requirements, parallel computing required, the method shows the superiority that FCM can not match. However, although theoretically the method can overcome the local optimum and can find the global optimal solution. But it has the obvious drawback of “premature convergence” and the weak local searching ability [2].

To overcome the deficiencies of FCM and genetic algorithm, genetic algorithm (GA) was proposed combined with the FCM algorithm to solve the problem of local optimum [3], but the performance of the algorithm was still poor and its requirements to the field knowledge was strict, and showed convergence. To this end, someone utilized the genetic algorithm which combined immune genetic algorithm (IGA) and C-means algorithm [4]. Immune genetic algorithm was proposed recently, which was based on organism immune mechanism. It correspond the problem to be solved to the antigen, and the corresponding solution of the problem to the antibody. After combining antibody and antigen, a series of reactions occur against antigens. So the diversity of individuals in genetic algorithm can be ensured to improve the global search ability of genetic algorithm. It better solves the late precocious appearance of the general genetic clustering algorithm and can effectively converge to global optimal solution [5-7]. However, due to the introduction of immune mechanism, the evolution of each generation will increase the amount of calculation, which will extend the calculation time. Meanwhile, it is found that a suitable choice of threshold value $\epsilon$ was also difficult. As large, the genetic number is often not enough, which would prematurely terminate the algorithm; and small, often hereditary generations waste too much computation time, even sometimes algorithm does not terminate in the operation.

Gao Jian proposed the partheno genetic algorithm (PGA) based on immune mechanism to solve the optimization problem of data clustering [8]. Compared to the simple genetic algorithm, the partheno genetic had the following advantage: initial population was not required, there were not “premature convergence” problem, and simple operation. It was found that immune partheno genetic clustering algorithm could find the optimal solution close to global through less genetic number. Therefore we firstly utilize the immune partheno genetic clustering algorithm as initialization to find the optimal solution.
close to global. Then use FCM algorithm to make solution. The evolution of each generation needs a longer computation time, but can decrease the evolution generations in the initialization phase. This method can not only resolve the local optimization problems, but also utilize the advantages of the FCM to improve the integral speed of convergence.

II. FUZZY C-MEANS ALGORITHM (FCM)

Fuzzy c-means (FCM) is a method of clustering which allows one piece of data to belong to two or more clusters. This method is frequently used in pattern recognition. It is based on minimization of the following objective function:

$$J_m(\mu, v) = \sum_{k=1}^{c} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (u_{ik})^m d_{ik}^2, \quad 1 \leq m < \infty$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $d_{ik} = ||x_i - v_k||$ is any norm expressing the similarity between any measured data and the center, $n$ is number of samples, $c$ is a given number of categories, and $1 < c < n$, $m$ is any real number greater than 1, $V_i$ is the d-dimension center of the cluster, $\mu_{ik} \in [0,1]$ is the degree of membership of $X_i$ in the cluster $j$, $X_i$ is the $i^{th}$ of d-dimensional measured data,

and $\sum_{j=1}^{c} \mu_{ik} = 1, k = 1, 2, \ldots, n$.

Fuzzy partitioning is carried out through an iterative optimization of the objective function shown above, with the update of membership $u_{ik}$ and the cluster centers $v_i$ by equation (2) and equation (3):

$$\mu_{ik} = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{\sum_{j=1}^{c} (d_{ik})^{2m}} & \text{if } d_{ik} \neq 0 \\ \mu_{ik} & \text{if } d_{ik} = 0, i = 1, 2, \ldots, c; k = 1, 2, \ldots, n \\ 0 & \text{if } d_{ik} = 0, k \neq j \end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$v_i = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{c} (\mu_{ik})^m x_k}{\sum_{k=1}^{c} (\mu_{ik})^m}, i = 1, 2, \ldots, c$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

When $\max_{k} \left| (u_{ik}^{(j+1)} - u_{ik}^{(j)}) \right| < \varepsilon$, this iteration will stop. $\varepsilon$ is a termination criterion between 0 and 1, whereas $j$ is the iteration steps.

But this procedure converges to a local minimum or a saddle point of $J_m$, if the choice of the initial clustering center is improper. On the other hand, as the number of class is large, FCM algorithm must repeat several times to get a satisfactory solution, and sometimes even no satisfactory solution.

III. HYBRID CLUSTERING ALGORITHM DESIGN

A. Encoding and Fitness Function

The performance of genetic algorithm is greatly affected by the choice of encoding mechanism. We use the encoding method of clustering center to encode the cluster prototype matrix $P$. Make the parameters of the cluster prototype connecting. According to their own range, a gene string, that is $b = \{\beta_1, \beta_2, \ldots, \beta_p, \ldots, \beta_1, \ldots, \beta_p\}$, is encoded by the quantify value. Each cluster prototype $V_i$ has a corresponding set of parameters.

If 65536 degree encoding is used for each parameter, each gene string is composed by the string of $16 \times p \times c$ bit. At this point the search space is $2^{16 \times p \times c}$ points. More quantity series and higher precision, the computation is greater. When data volume is big, there’s only relation with $p$ and $c$, and no with the data volume. Taking account into the convenience of encoding and decoding, we use binary encoding for each parameter. Where $x$ is decimal form of arbitrary one-dimensional of the cluster center $v_i$, and $x \in (-b, b)$. $x$ is transformed into sixteen bit binary form $y$ according to the following formula. Where $y \in (0, 65536)$.

$$y = \frac{(b + x) \times (2^n - 1)}{2b}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

According to the following formula when decoding:

$$x = -b + \frac{2b \times y}{(2^n - 1)}$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

The fitness function should be designed to meet the following conditions:

(1) Single-valued, continuous, non-negative and maximum.

(2) Reasonable and consistent.

(3) Less computation.

(4) Well versatility.

Therefore the optimal clustering results, based on the objective function, correspond to the minimum values of the objective function. That is the more effective of the clustering, the smaller of the objective function, and the bigger of the fitness. The fitness function $f(.)$ can be defined by the objective function $J_m(\mu, v)$.

$$f = \frac{1}{J_m(\mu, v) + \xi}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

$\xi$ is a given constant. According to the design requirement, the $\xi = 1$ and the fitness function is the following formulation.

$$f = \frac{1}{J_m(\mu, v) + 1}$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)
B. Immune Operator Choice

The choice of vaccination adopts adaptive suppression based on individual concentration and promoting selection strategy [9]. This method has the advantage: the larger value of individual fitness, the choice probability is more. It is guaranteed that the individuals with big value of fitness can be kept in the evolutionary group. Accelerate the convergence of the algorithm. The higher of individual concentration, the probability of selection is small. The diversity of individuals is ensured in the evolutionary group.

C. Partheno Genetic Algorithm Operation

PGA defines the genetic arithmetic operators, such as gene selection, gene transposition, gene translocation and gene variation [10]. Where, the selection of arithmetic operators is same with GA. The remaining operators are defined as follows:

a) Definition I: Gene transposition operators is some probability $p_t$, based on witch exchange the gene of some position on a chromosome. The location of the gene be exchanged is randomly generated.

b) Definition II: Gene translocation operators is some probability $p_p$, based on witch turn some gene of the substring on a chromosome backward one by one. And the gene of the last position of the substring shifts to the front position. The substring and its length are randomly generated.

c) Definition III: Gene variation operators is some probability $p_v$, based on witch some gene of the substring on a chromosome is randomly re-assigned. The substring and its length are randomly generated.

D. Algorithm Flow

/*Initialize immune partheno genetic and find the approximate solution close to global */

- Calculate object function $J^P$;
- If $|J^P - J^P_0| < \varepsilon$, then export $U, J, \{v_i, 1 \leq i \leq c\}$.

Algorithm terminates. Else turn to 6th step.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiment depends on two set of data separately by FCM, GA, IGA, PGA-FCM (initialized by PGA firstly, and then soled by FCM), and IPGA-FCM (initialized by IPGA firstly, and then soled by FCM), which is proposed in this paper. Select fuzzy index $m = 2$, precision requirement $\varepsilon = 10^{-6}$, group size $M = 70$, crossover probability $P_c = 0.8$, mutation probability $P_m = 0.01$, and $\alpha = 0.65$.

A. Data I

Select standard IRIS data as the test sample data set. This data set is already family by all, and it is widely used as reference data for pattern recognition. IRIS data set consists of 150 sample points in four-dimensional space. The total sample set includes three kinds of IRIS: Setosa (A1), Versicolor (A2), and Virginica (A3). And each has fifty samples. Distinction between class A1 and A2, A3 is obvious, and there is some overlap between A2 and A3. It is not easy to separate A2 from A3.

Make fuzzy clustering experiment on the IRIS data, and the Figure1 shows the variation curves of the objective function value of five fuzzy clustering algorithms with the changes of the iteration number. The curves in Fig. 1 are all the average results of the thirty tests. Although on the end of the algorithm, the objective function value is very close, the convergence rate of the...
IPGA-FCM algorithm is faster than the other four methods.

Make experiments 30 times on the IRIS data, respectively using four kinds of algorithms. The average objective function value and the classification accuracy of the four algorithms are showed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Objective Function value</th>
<th>Number of misclassification</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FCM</td>
<td>6050.57</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>89.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>6345.51</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGA</td>
<td>6050.57</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGA-FCM</td>
<td>6050.57</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPGA-FCM</td>
<td>6050.57</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>93.33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Data II

The data used by literature 11th is nineteen indicators of eleven sample data of the actinolite of some iron ore area [11]. And the data should be divided into 5 classes. Make experiments and find that the result of this literature is not the global optimum. The optimum classifications are the following: \{1,3,4,6,7,8,11,15\}, \{2,16,17\}, \{9,10,12,13\}, \{5,18\}, \{14,19\}. Make clustering on this data by five algorithms separately ten times. Using FCM clustering algorithm 10 times, obtain the global optimal clustering result 3 times and the local optimum 7 times. All get the best clustering results by using partheno genetic algorithm and the algorithm in this paper. But the calculation speed of the latter is faster than the former.

Make fuzzy clustering experiment on data II, and the Figure.2 shows the variation curves of the objective function value of the three fuzzy clustering algorithms, that is FCM, PGA-FCM, and IPGA-FCM, with the changes of the iteration number. The curves in Figure.2 are all the average results of the ten tests. The average objective function minimum of IPGA-FCM clustering algorithm is much smaller than that of FCM and PGA-FCM.

C. Data III (the former 3 dimension of data II)

Make clustering on this data 10 times by the four algorithms and utilize FCM clustering algorithm 10 times. Obtain the global optimal clustering result 3 times as showed in Figure.4, and get the local optimal result 7 times as showed in Figure.5. However get the best clustering results 10 times by using the algorithm proposed in this paper.
Figure 4. Global optimal clustering result

Figure 5. Local optimal clustering result

The global optimal solution can be obtained by using PGA-FCM or by IPGA-FCM (proposed in this paper). By comparing the certain requirements of evolution generation, showed in table 2, the algorithm proposed in this paper is more efficient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Evolution generation</th>
<th>FCM cycles</th>
<th>Running Time(S)</th>
<th>Objective function value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PGA-FCM</td>
<td>&gt;=80</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>50.633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPGA-FCM</td>
<td>&gt;=10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>50.633</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. APPLICATION IN TEXT CLUSTERING

After automatic segmentation, feature express, and dimensionality reduction preprocessing, the Chinese text can be transferred to m-dimension unit vector. In the processing of clustering, normalize the class centre vector \( m_j \), and the class concept vector \( c_j = m_j / \| m_j \| \) is introduced. The formula \( \| m_j \| \) indicates the module of the centre vector.

The test texts are downloaded from sina.com. Figure 6. is the test structure figure.

And the modular of segmentation and preprocessing is derived from Institute of Computing of the Chinese Lexical Analysis System. There are five types of Chinese text, the securities (105), the domestic politics (160), the finance and economics (180), the tourist (58), and the science and technology (37). 40 texts of these Chinese texts not only belong to the securities class, but also to the finance and economics class. 10 texts belong to both the tourist and the finance and economics. 20 texts belong to both the domestic politics and the finance and economics. And 7 texts belong to both the science and technology and the finance and economics. Chose 1000 words when make dimensionality reduction processing by use of segmentation algorithm. Respectively utilize the IPGA-FCM and FCM algorithm to make clustering of the five types of texts. And \( c = 0.3 \), and threshold \( \epsilon = 0.5 \). The clustering results are shown in table 3 and table 4.
The wrong or leakage election average accuracy of IPGA-FCM is smaller than that of FCM, by comparing the data in table 3 and table 4.

We can find that both the IPGA-FCM and FCM can distinguish the texts which belong to multiple classes. But the IPGA-FCM algorithm is more effective than FCM. Of course, the IPGA-FCM has some disadvantage. As the dimension of text vector increases, the clustering speed may be slow. Further study is needed at a later time.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The algorithm proposed in this paper has solved the problem of local optimum in the FCM algorithm and avoid the fluctuations phenomenon in the genetic latter part of GA. The number of iteration times on the sensitive clustering data has been obviously less than the modified genetic algorithm. We have got the obvious advantages by using the algorithm proposed in this paper.
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